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Who we are?
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Founded in 2015 in Switzerland, METACO 
provides software and infrastructure 
enabling complex, financial institutions to 
securely custody, trade, issue, settle and 
manage digital assets.

CLIENTS: 
trusted by Tier 1 institutions

by Standard Chartered and in 
association with Northern Trust
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“Bubbles are an essential stage in the 
development of transformative technologies”

William Janeway



The largest Tier 1 banks and custodians invest
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The largest Tier 1 custodians invest in the infrastructure to 
safeguard the market, triggering a virtuous cycle of 
adoption. This shift creates new regulatory standards, banks 
setting up the gold-standard of compliance practices.



The market is shifting 5

Towards security, compliance and tighter regulatory requirements
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WAVE 1: 2010 - 2020 

Market creators
Small, fast-growth crypto-native 
scaleups with simple use-cases

Custody with ‘good enough’ security

Free pass on regulatory oversight

$3+ tn
Peak market capitalization of 
cryptocurrencies, stablecoins, DeFi

WAVE 2: 2020 - 2030

Market definers
Top Tier regulated institutions investing in 
infrastructure for complex use-cases

Maximum possible security & compliance

Clearer and tighter regulatory requirements

$20++ tn
Potential asset value to be 
tokenized near-term*

Source: coinmarketcap.com; World Economic Forum*; METACO estimates

$350 tn-$1,000 tn
Capital markets moving on-chain for all 
asset classes, stable-coins widely adopted.

WAVE 3: 2030 - 2035

Following majority
Mid-market banks, intermediaries & 
corporates, broad adoption

No trade-offs b/n security and agility 

Global, interoperable regulatory standards



Wallet Services & Custody are foundational 6

Wallet Services & 
Crypto 

Custody

Trading
Buying and selling digital assets 

via exchanges, brokers etc.

Tokenised securities
Equities, bonds, commodities, 

derivatives, collaterals, real estate, 
NFTs etc.

Payments
Stablecoin-backed payments, 

remittances, settlement

Bridge to DeFi
For accessing and embedding 
custody natively into DeFi 
protocols and apps

Crypto on-ramps

Crypto off-ramps

Lending Staking

Investing Payments

Decentralized Exchanges

Marketplaces & Liquidity

DAOs NFTs

For unlocking all other market opportunities

Loyalty
Stablecoin-backed loyalty & 

customer engagement
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Things can get complicated, quickly
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Custody vaults

COLD HSM

HOT MPC

Various regulatory req Multiple sub-custodians

Regional expansionDifferent jurisdiction Policies

Policies

Accounting 
frameworks

Data frameworks

Policies

Data frameworks
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The global standard for 
institutional digital asset 
custody and orchestration.

Market-leading platform trusted by global 
Tier 1 banks, custodians, and exchanges.
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“Never let a good crisis go to waste”
Niccolò Machiavelli



richard.swainston@metaco.com

Headquarters
METACO SA
Avenue de Tivoli 2,
1007 Lausanne, Switzerland

APAC Headquarters
METACO Singapore Pte. Ltd.
4 Battery Road, #25-01 Bank of
China Building, Singapore 049908

This document serves as a basis for discussion purposes only.
It reflects initial thoughts as well as METACO’s product value proposition, but does not constitute a legal opinion of any kind.
Representations made in this document might be incomplete without oral commentary.
Copyright METACO SA 2022
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